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Change log

Date Change description

January 11, 2023 Added more information about arp-reply support limitations for IPv4 and IPv6 firewall
VIPs to Hyperscale firewall 6.4.6 incompatibilities and limitations on page 7.

November 22, 2022 Corrections to Creating hyperscale firewall VDOMs on page 9.

August 9, 2022 Changes to Configuring HA hardware session synchronization on page 52.
New sections:
l How the NP7 hash-config affects CGNAT on page 42.
l How the NP7 hash-config affects sessions that require session helpers or ALGs on
page 25.

Revised information about using the FortiGate-4200F/4201F and 4400F/4400F HA1, HA2,
AUX1 and AUX2 interfaces. Using the following command is no longer recommended.
Instead see the new section Recommended interface use for an FGCP HA hyperscale
firewall cluster on page 52.
config system npu

config port-path-option
set ports-using-npu {ha1 ha2 aux1 aux2}

end

December 17, 2021 Removed information about the vlan-lookup-cache option of the config system npu
command because this command is available on FortiGates with NP7 processors, whether
or not they are licensed for hyperscale firewall features. For information about the vlan-
lookup-cache option, see vlan-lookup-cache {disable | enable}.

December 2, 2021 Added two new FGCP HA-related limitations to Hyperscale firewall 6.4.6 incompatibilities
and limitations on page 7.
Improved the information in Enabling hyperscale firewall features on page 10.

October 18, 2021 Removed the incorrect statement "NP7 fragment reassembly is not supported" from
Hyperscale firewall 6.4.6 incompatibilities and limitations on page 7. New section:
Reassembling fragmented packets on page 25. Corrected the section Setting the hyperscale
firewall VDOM default policy action on page 24.

July 12, 2021 Added diagnose commands to Hash table message queue mode on page 26. Corrected
information about multicast logging in Configuring hardware logging on page 44 and
Multicast logging example on page 49.

July 9, 2021 Initial version.
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What's new

What's new

This section describes new Hyperscale firewall features for FortiOS 6.4 releases.

What's new for hyperscale firewall for FortiOS 6.4.6

This section lists the new NP7 hyperscale firewall features added to FortiOS 6.4.6. For new FortiOS 6.4.6 NP7 features,
see What's new for FortiGates with NP7 processors for FortiOS 6.4.6.

l Multicast logging to simultaneously send session setup log messages for CPU or software sessions to multiple
remote syslog or NetFlow servers. Multicast logging is not supported for NP7 sessions. See Multicast logging
example on page 49.

l Change the hyperscale firewall VDOM default policy action, see Setting the hyperscale firewall VDOM default policy
action on page 24.

l Change the hyperscale firewall NP7 hash table message queue mode, see Hash table message queue mode on
page 26.

l Hardware logging server IP address recommendations and restrictions, see Adding hardware logging to a
hyperscale firewall policy on page 48.

l Adjusting the NP7 TCP reset timer, see Setting the NP7 TCP reset timeout on page 27.

For more information about FortiOS 6.4.6 hyperscale firewall, see the FortiOS 6.4.6 Hyperscale Firewall Release Notes.

Upgrading hyperscale firewall features to FortiOS 6.4.6

If your FortiGate is currently running FortiOS 6.2.6 or 6.2.7 firmware and is licensed for hyperscale firewall features, you
can follow a normal firmware upgrade process to upgrade to FortiOS 6.4.6.

If you are currently operating a FortiGate-4200F, 4201F, 4400F, or 4401F without a hyperscale firewall license you can
use the upgrade path to upgrade to FortiOS 6.4.6. To configure hyperscale firewall features, activate your hyperscale
firewall license and set up the hyperscale firewall configuration.
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Getting started with NP7 hyperscale firewall features

Getting started with NP7 hyperscale firewall features

This section provides an overview of FortiOS NP7 hyperscale firewall support. Hyperscale firewall features include:

l NP7 hardware session setup takes place entirely on the NP7 policy and NAT engine (called the Session Search
Engine or SSE) without any involvement of the system bus or CPU. Hardware session setup is also called hardware
policy offload.

l IPv4 and NAT64 firewall policies includes support for carrier-grade NAT (CGNAT) features.
l Hardware logging (syslog and IPFIX) offloads syslog or NetFlow messages for all offloaded sessions.
l Hardware session synchronization supports HA session sync for hyperscale firewall HA clusters.
l Hyperscale firewall features are enabled per VDOM.

l Hyperscale firewall VDOMs only support hyperscale firewall policies.
l Hyperscale firewall VDOMs do not support UTM or NGFW firewall features.
l Hyperscale firewall VDOMs do not support Central NAT.
l You must use a special naming convention when creating a hyperscale firewall VDOM, see Creating
hyperscale firewall VDOMs on page 9 for details.

Hyperscale firewall 6.4.6 incompatibilities and limitations

Hyperscale firewall for FortiOS 6.4.6 has the following limitations and incompatibilities with FortiOS features:

l Proxy or flow based inspection is not supported. You cannot include security profiles in hyperscale firewall policies.
l Single-sign-on authentication including FSSO and RSSO is not supported. Other types of authentication are
supported.

l IPsec VPN is not supported. You cannot create hyperscale firewall policies where one of the interfaces is an IPsec
VPN interface.

l Hyperscale firewall VDOMs do not support Central NAT.
l Hyperscale firewall VDOMs do not support profile-based NGFW firewall policies.
l Hyperscale firewall VDOMs do not support consolidated firewall policies.
l Hyperscale firewall VDOMs must be NAT mode VDOMs. Hyperscale firewall features are not supported for
transparent mode VDOMs.

l Hyperscale firewall VDOMs do not support traffic shaping policies or profiles. Only outbandwidth traffic shaping is
supported for hyperscale firewall VDOMs.

l Traffic shaping with queuing using the NP7 QTMmodule is not compatible with carrier-grade NAT and hyperscale
firewall features. See NP7 traffic shaping.

l Hyperscale firewall VDOMs do not support traffic that requires session helpers or ALGs (for example, FTP, TFTP,
SIP, MGCP, H.323, PPTP, L2TP, ICMP Error/IP-options, PMAP, TNS, DCE-RPC, RAS, and RSH).

l Active-Active FGCP HA and FGSP HA do not support HA hardware session synchronization. Active-passive HA
and virtual clustering do support FGCP HA hardware session synchronization.

l Asymmetric sessions are not supported.
l ECMP usage-based load balancing is not supported. Traffic is not directed to routes with lower spillover-thresholds.
l The Sessions dashboard widget does not display hyperscale firewall sessions.
l Interface device identification should not be enabled on interfaces that send or receive hyperscale firewall traffic.
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Getting started with NP7 hyperscale firewall features

l The proxy action is not supported for DoS policy anomalies when your FortiGate is licensed for hyperscale firewall
features. When you activate a hyperscale firewall license, the proxy option is removed from the CLI of both
hyperscale VDOMs and normal VDOMs.

l During normal operation, UDP sessions from protocols that use FortiOS session helpers are processed by the CPU.
After an FGCP HA failover, when the UDP session helper sessions are re-established, they will not be identified as
session helper sessions and instead will be offloaded to the NP7 processors.

l When operating an FGCP HA cluster with session synchronization enabled, some of the sessions accepted by an
IPv4 or a NAT64 hyperscale firewall policy with an overload IP pool may not be synchronized to the secondary
FortiGate. Some sessions are not synchronized because of resource conflicts and retries. The session loss rate
depends on the percentage of resource retries during session setup. You can reduce the session loss by making
sure the IP pool has as many IP addresses and ports as possible.

l The following options are not supported for IPv4 firewall VIPs (configured with the config firewall vip
command) in hyperscale firewall VDOMs: src-filter, service, nat44, nat46, nat-source-vip, arp-
reply, portforward, and srcintf-filter.

l The following options are not supported for port forwarding IPv6 firewall VIPs (configured with the config
firewall vip6 command) in hyperscale firewall VDOMs: src-filter, nat-source-vip, arp-reply,
portforward, nat66, and nat64.

Even though the arp-reply CLI option is not supported for IPv4 and IPv6 firewall VIPs,
responding to ARP requests for IP addresses in a virtual IP is supported. What is not
supported is using the arp-reply option to disable responding to an ARP request.

Applying the hyperscale firewall activation code or license key

To activate hyperscale firewall features for your FortiGate, you must purchase a hyperscale firewall license and obtain
an activation code or license key from the Fortinet Support website. You can use the following command to apply your
hyperscale firewall activation code or license key to activate hyperscale firewall features for your FortiGate:

execute hscalefw-license {<activation-code> | <license-key>}

After you enter this command, the FortiGate restarts with hyperscale firewall features available. Check the Licenses
dashboard widget to verify that the FortiGate has been successfully licensed for hyperscale firewall features.

If you are operating an HA cluster, all FortiGates in the cluster must be have a hyperscale
firewall license.

You can also use the get system status command to verify that your hyperscale firewall license is enabled:

get system status
...
Hyperscale firewall license status: Enabled
...
end

You can now create hyperscale firewall configurations for your FortiGate. To apply hyperscale firewall features, your
FortiGate must be operating in multi VDOM mode. You cannot use the root VDOM for hyperscale firewall features.
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Getting started with NP7 hyperscale firewall features

Instead you must create new hyperscale firewall VDOMs for the traffic that you want to apply hyperscale firewall features
to. You can also use the root VDOM for other traffic or create other VDOMs for other traffic.

Creating hyperscale firewall VDOMs

VDOMs in which you will be enabling hyperscale firewall features must be created with a special VDOM name that also
includes a VDOM ID. The VDOM ID is used by FortiOS to create a kernel VDOM_ID for the VDOM that NP7 processors
use to track hyperscale firewall sessions for that VDOM.

The number of hyperscale firewall VDOMs that you can create, depends on your hyperscale
firewall license and is controlled by the following configuration option
config system global

set hyper-scale-vdom-num <vdom-id-num>
end

By default <vdom-id-num> is set to the maximum number of hyperscale VDOMs that the
FortiGate is licensed for. You can manually change the <vdom-id-num> if you want to limit
the number of hyperscale VDOMs that can be created. The <vdom-id-num> range is 1 to
250.

Use the following syntax to create a hyperscale firewall VDOM:

config vdom
edit <name>-hw<vdom-id>

end

Where:

<name> is a string that can contain any alphanumeric upper or lower case characters and the - and _ characters. The
name cannot contain spaces and you should not use -hw in the name.

<vdom-id> a VDOM ID number in the range from 1 to <vdom-id-num>. For example, if your FortiGate is licensed for
250 hyperscale firewall VDOMs, if you haven't used the hyper-scale-vdom-num option to change the number of
hyperscale firewall VDOMs, <vdom-id> can be from 1 to 250. Each hyperscale firewall VDOMmust have a different
<vdom-id>.

When you add a new hyperscale firewall VDOMwith a <vdom-id>, FortiOS calculates the kernel VDOM_ID using the
following formula:

kernel VDOM_ID = 501 - <vdom-id>

If you include leading zeros in the <vdom-id>, the kernel removes them when creating the ID. So avoid using leading
zeros in the <vdom-id> to keep from accidentally creating duplicate IDs.

The VDOM name, including the <string>, -hw, and <vdom-id> can include up to 11 characters. For example, the
VDOM name GCN-1-hw23 is valid but GCN-1234-hw23 is too long.

When you create a new hyperscale firewall VDOM, the CLI displays an output line that includes the VDOM name
followed by the kernel VDOM_ID. For example:

config vdom
edit Test01-hw150
current vf=Test01-hw150:351

In this example, the kernel VDOM_ID is 351.
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Another example:

config vdom
edit Test02-hw2
current vf=Test02-hw2:499

In this example, the kernel VDOM_ID is 499.

When you create a VDOM from the CLI, the new hyperscale VDOM becomes the current VDOM. The new hyperscale
firewall VDOMmay not appear in the VDOM list on the GUI until you log out of the GUI and then log back in.

Enabling hyperscale firewall features

Use the following global command to enable hyperscale firewall features for your FortiGate:

config global
config system npu

set policy-offload-level full-offload
end

Once you have enabled global hyperscale firewall features, you must edit each hyperscale firewall VDOM and use the
following command to enable hyperscale firewall features for that VDOM.

config system settings
set policy-offload-level full-offload

end

The following options are also available for this command:

disable disable hyperscale firewall features and disable offloading DoS policy sessions to NP7 processors for this
VDOM. All sessions are initiated by the CPU. Sessions that can be offloaded are sent to NP7 processors. This is the
default setting.

dos-offload offload DoS policy sessions to NP7 processors for this VDOM. All other sessions are initiated by the
CPU. Sessions that can be offloaded are sent to NP7 processors.

full-offload enable hyperscale firewall features for the current hyperscale firewall VDOM. This option is only
available if the FortiGate is licensed for hyperscale firewall features. DoS policy sessions are also offloaded to NP7
processors. All other sessions are initiated by the CPU. Sessions that can be offloaded are sent to NP7 processors.

default set this VDOM to use the global policy-offload-level setting.

Hyperscale firewall GUI changes

When hyperscale firewall features are enabled for your FortiGate or for a VDOM, the GUI has the following changes:

Hyperscale firewall policies

Only hyperscale firewall policies are available.
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Hyperscale firewall policy options

Hyperscale firewall policies have similar options to normal firewall policies for selecting traffic for which to offload session
setup. Hyperscale firewall policies do not support UTM or NGFW features.

CGNAT features in IPv4 and NAT64 firewall policies

IPv4 and NAT64 Hyperscale firewall policies allow you to configure carrier grade NAT (CGNAT) options.
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Hardware logging in a firewall policy

You can also add hardware logging to a Hyperscale firewall policy.

CGN resource allocation IP pools

CGN resource allocation IP pools are available for adding carrier grade NAT features to an IPv4 or NAT64 hyperscale
firewall policy. Go to Policy & Objects > IP Pools, Select Create New > IP Pool, and set Type to CGN Resource
Allocation. You can also create CGN IP pool groups by going to Create New > CGN IP Pool Group.
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Hyperscale hardware logging servers

You can set up multiple hyperscale hardware logging servers and add them to server groups. This is a global feature. If
multiple VDOMs are enabled, all VDOMs can use these globally configured servers. To configure hardware logging, go
to Log & Report > Hyperscale SPU Offload Log Settings.

Hyperscale firewall CLI changes

The following hyperscale firewall CLI commands are available:

Enable hyperscale firewall features

Use the following global command to enable hyperscale firewall features:

config system npu
set policy-offload-level full-offload

end
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Use the following command to enable hyperscale firewall features for a VDOM:

config system settings
set policy-offload-level full-offload

end

Special hyperscale firewall VDOM naming convention

VDOMs in which you will be enabling hyperscale firewall features must be created with a special VDOM name that also
includes a VDOM ID number.

The following option can be used to set the VDOM ID range:

config system global
set hyper-scale-vdom-num

end

By default this option is set to 250, allowing you to configure up to 250 hyperscale firewall VDOMs by setting the VDOM
in the range of 1 to 250.

Use the following syntax to create a hyperscale firewall VDOM from the global CLI:

config vdom
edit <string>-hw<vdom-id>

For information about how to name hyperscale firewall VDOMs, see Creating hyperscale firewall VDOMs on page 9.

Hyperscale firewall policy

The following hyperscale firewall policy commands are available in a hyperscale firewall VDOM:

config firewall hyperscale-policy
config firewall hyperscale-policy46
config firewall hyperscale-policy6
config firewall hyperscale-policy64

The policy, policy6, policy46, and policy64 commands appear in the CLI but they cannot be configured.

Here is the CLI syntax for the config firewall hyperscale-policy command:

config firewall hyperscale-policy
edit 1

set name <name>
set scrcintf <interface>
set dstintf <interface>
set scraddr <address>
set dstaddr <address>
set action {accept | deny}
set status {enable | disable|
set service <service>
set auto-asic-offload {enable | disable)
set cgn-session-quota <quota>
set cgn-resource-quota <quots>
set cgn-eif {disable | enable}
set cgn-eim {disable | enable}
set cgn-log-server-grp <group-name>
set tcp-timeout-pid <profile>
set udp-timeout-pid <profile>
set ippool {disable | enable}
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set poolname <cgn-ippool-name>
set comments <comment>
set srcaddr-negate {disable | enable}
set dstaddr-negate {disable | enable
set service-negate {disable | enable}
set traffic-shaper <shaper>
set traffic-shaper-reverse <shaper>
set nat {disable | enable}

end

CGN Resource allocation IP pools

You can use the following command to configure CGN Resource allocation IP pools:

config firewall ippool
edit <name>

set type cgn-resource-allocation
set startip <ip>
set endip <ip>
set arp-reply {disable | enable}
set arp-intf <interface-name>
set cgn-spa {disable | enable}
set cgn-overload {disable | enable}
set cgn-fixedalloc {disable | enable}
set cgn-block-size <number-of-ports>
set cgn-client-startip <ip>
set cgn-client-endip <ip>
set cgn-port-start <port>
set cgn-port-end <port>
set utilization-alarm-raise <usage-threshold>
set utilization-alarm-clear <usage-threshold>

end

CGN Resource allocation IP pool groups

You can use the following command to create CGN Resource Allocation IP pool groups:

config firewall ippool_grp
edit <name>

set member <cgn-ippool> ...
end

Hardware logging

The following hardware logging commands are available:

config log npu-server
set log-processor {hardware | host}
set netflow-ver {v9 | v10}

config server-info
edit <index>

set vdom <name>
set ip-family {v4 | v6}
set ipv4-server <ipv4-address>
set ipv6-server <ipv6-address>
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set source-port <port-number>
set dest-port <port-number>
set template-tx-timeout <timeout>

end
config server-group

edit <group-name>
set log-mode {per-session | per-nat-mapping | per-session-ending}
set log-format {netflow | syslog}
set server-number <number>
set server-start-id <number>

end

Hyperscale firewall inter-VDOM link acceleration

You apply NP7 acceleration to inter-VDOM link traffic by creating inter-VDOM links with the type set to npupair. For
example:

config system vdom-link
edit <name>

set type npupair
end

Hyperscale sessions dashboard widget

On a FortiGate with a hyperscale firewall license, the Sessions dashboard widget shows Hyperscale sessions as well as
CPU, offloaded SPU and nTurbo sessions. Current sessions shows the total number of sessions, CPU shows the
percent of sessions handled by the CPU, SPU shows the percentage of these sessions that are SPU sessions, and
Nturbo shows the percentage that are nTurbo sessions. Hyperscale SPU shows the percentage of the total sessions
that are hyperscale firewall sessions.
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Hyperscale firewall inter-VDOM link acceleration

If hyperscale firewall support is enabled, you apply NP7 acceleration to inter-VDOM link traffic by creating inter-VDOM
links with the type set to npupair. For example:

config system vdom-link
edit <name>

set type npupair
end

The command creates a pair of interfaces that are connected logically. For example, the following command:

config system vdom-link
edit vdom-link0

set type npupair
end

Creates two interfaces, named vdom-link00 and vdom-link01.

The default NPU VDOM inter-VDOM links (for example npu0_vlink0, npu0_vlink1, npu1_vlink0, and so on) are not
supported for links to or from VDOMs with hyperscale firewall acceleration enabled.

Hyperscale firewall SNMP MIB and trap fields

This section describes hyperscale firewall SNMPMIB and trap fields.

IP pool MIB and trap fields

You can use the following MIB fields to get hyperscale firewall IP pool information:

FgFwIppStatsEntry ::= SEQUENCE { 
...
fgFwIppStatsFlags DisplayString,
fgFwIppStatsGroupName DisplayString,
fgFwIppStatsBlockSize Gauge32,
fgFwIppStatsPortStart InetPortNumber,
fgFwIppStatsPortEnd InetPortNumber,
fgFwIppStatsStartClientIP IpAddress,
fgFwIppStatsEndClientIP IpAddress,
fgFwIppStatsRscTCP Gauge32,
fgFwIppStatsRscUDP Gauge32,
fgFwIppStatsUsedRscTCP Gauge32,
fgFwIppStatsUsedRscUDP Gauge32,
fgFwIppStatsPercentageTCP Gauge32,
fgFwIppStatsPercentageUDP Gauge32

}

The following SNMP trap is also available for IP pool utilization:

fgTrapPoolUsage NOTIFICATION-TYPE
OBJECTS { fnSysSerial, sysName, fgFwIppTrapType, fgFwIppStatsName,

fgFwIppStatsGroupName, fgFwTrapPoolUtilization, fgFwIppTrapPoolProto }
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STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"A trap for ippool."
::= { fgTrapPrefix 1401 }

Hyperscale firewall policy MIB fields

You can use the following MIB fields to send SNMP queries for hyperscale firewall policy information. These MIB fields
support IPv4 and IPv6 hyperscale firewall policies and are available from the latest FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB.mib.

Path: FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB:fortinet.fnFortiGateMib.fgFirewall.fgFwPolicies.fgFwPolTables

OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.5.1.2

Index MIB field Description

.3 fgFwHsPolStatsTable IPv4 hyperscale firewall
policy statistics table.

.3.1 fgFwHsPolStatsEntry IPv4 hyperscale firewall
policy statistics entry.

.3.1.1 fgFwHsPolID IPv4 hyperscale firewall
policy ID.

.3.1.2 fgFwHsPolPktCount IPv4 hyperscale firewall
policy packet count.

.3.1.3 fgFwHsPolByteCount IPv4 hyperscale firewall
policy byte count.

.3.1.4 fgFwHsPolLastUsed The last date and time the
Ipv4 hyperscale firewall
policy was used to start a
session.

.4 fgFwHsPol6StatsTable IPv6 hyperscale firewall
policy stats table.

.4.1 fgFwHsPol6StatsEntry IPv6 hyperscale firewall
policy statistics entry.

.4.1.1 fgFwHsPol6ID IPv6 hyperscale firewall
statisticsID.

.4.1.2 fgFwHsPol6PktCount IPv6 hyperscale firewall
policy packet count.

.4.1.3 fgFwHsPol6ByteCount IPv6 hyperscale firewall
policy byte count.

.4.1.4 fgFwHsPol6LastUsed The last date and time the
IPv6 hyperscale firewall
policy was used to start a
session.
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Queries of these fields follow the convention .oid.<vdom-id>.<policy-id>

Example SNMP query for IPv4 hyperscale firewall policy statistics:

$ snmpwalk -v2c -c public <ip-address> 1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.5.1.2.3.1

Example SNMP query for IPv6 hyperscale firewall policy statistics:

$ snmpwalk -v2c -c public <ip-address> 1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.5.1.2.4.1

SNMP queries for hardware session counts

You can use the following MIB fields to send SNMP queries for NP7 IPv4 and IPv6 hardware session counts and session
setup rates.

The session rate information depends on the hardware logging configuration:

l If hardware logging is set to use the NP7 processors for logging, the IPv4 and IPv6 session counts and session
setup rates will both be a total of the IPv4 and IPv6rates and appear to be the same in SNMP queries.

l If hardware logging is set to use the FortiGate CPUs the IPv4 and IPv6 rates will be correct.

Path:FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB:fortinet.fnFortiGateMib.fgSystem.fgSystemInfo

OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.4.1

Index MIB field Description

.23 fgSysNpuSesCount NP7 IPv4 session count.

.24 fgSysNpuSesRate1 NP7 IPv4 session setup rate
in the last 1 minute.

.25 fgSysNpuSesRate10 NP7 IPv4 session setup rate
in the last 10 minutes.

.26 fgSysNpuSesRate30 NP7 IPv4 session setup rate
in the last 30 minutes.

.27 fgSysNpuSesRate60 NP7 IPv4 session setup rate
in the last 60 minutes.

.28 fgSysNpuSes6Count NP7 IPv6 session count.

.29 fgSysNpuSes6Rate1 NP7 IPv6 session setup rate
in the last 1 minute.

.30 fgSysNpuSes6Rate10 NP7 IPv6 session setup rate
in the last 10 minutes.

.31 fgSysNpuSes6Rate30 NP7 IPv6 session setup rate
in the last 30 minutes.

.32 fgSysNpuSes6Rate60 NP7 IPv6 session setup rate
in the last 60 minutes.
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SNMP queries for NAT46 and NAT64 policy statistics

You can use the following MIB fields to send SNMP queries for hyperscale firewall NAT46 and NAT64 policy statistics.
These MIB fields are available from the latest FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB.mib.

Path: FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB:fortinet.fnFortiGateMib.fgFirewall.fgFwPolicies.fgFwPolTables

OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.5.1.2

Index MIB field Description

.5 fgFwHsPol46StatsTable NAT46 hyperscale firewall
policy statistics table.

.5.1 fgFwHsPol46StatsEntry NAT46 hyperscale firewall
policy statistics entry.

.5.1.1 fgFwHsPol46ID NAT46 hyperscale firewall
policy ID.

.5.1.2 fgFwHsPol46PktCount NAT46 hyperscale firewall
policy packet count.

.5.1.3 fgFwHsPol46ByteCount NAT46 hyperscale firewall
policy byte count.

.5.1.4 fgFwHsPol46LastUsed The last date and time the
NAT46 hyperscale firewall
policy was used to start a
session.

.6 fgFwHsPol64StatsTable NAT64 hyperscale firewall
policy statistics table.

.6.1 fgFwHsPol64StatsEntry NAT64 hyperscale firewall
policy statistics entry.

.6.1.1 fgFwHsPol64ID NAT64 hyperscale firewall
policy ID.

.6.1.2 fgFwHsPol64PktCount NAT64 hyperscale firewall
policy packet count.

.6.1.3 fgFwHsPol64ByteCount NAT64 hyperscale firewall
policy byte count.

.6.1.4 fgFwHsPol64LastUsed The last date and time the
NAT64 hyperscale firewall
policy was used to start a
session.

Queries of these fields follow the convention .oid.<vdom-id>.<policy-id>

Example SNMP query for NAT46 hyperscale firewall policy statistics:

$ snmpwalk -v2c -c public <ip-address> 1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.5.1.2.5.1
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Example SNMP query for NAT64 hyperscale firewall policy statistics:

$ snmpwalk -v2c -c public <ip-address> 1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.5.1.2.6.1

SNMP queries of NP7 fgProcessor MIB fields

FortiGates with NP7 processors can now respond to SNMP queries for the following paths and OIDs:

l Path: FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB:fgProcessorCount
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.4.4.1

l Path: FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB:fgProcessorModuleCount
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.4.5

For example, for a FortiGate-4200F:

root@pc1:~# snmpwalk -v2c -c REGR-SYS 10.1.100.1 1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.4.4.1
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcessorCount.0 = INTEGER: 84
root@pc1:~# snmpwalk -v2c -c REGR-SYS 10.1.100.1 1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.4.5
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcessorModuleCount.0 = INTEGER: 5
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModIndex.1 = INTEGER: 1
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModIndex.2 = INTEGER: 2
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModIndex.3 = INTEGER: 3
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModIndex.4 = INTEGER: 4
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModIndex.5 = INTEGER: 5
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModType.1 = OID: FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModIntegrated
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModType.2 = OID: FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModFnXE2
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModType.3 = OID: FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModFnXE2
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModType.4 = OID: FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModFnXE2
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModType.5 = OID: FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModFnXE2
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModName.1 = STRING: integrated_cpus
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModName.2 = STRING: Integrated_NPU (np7_0)
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModName.3 = STRING: Integrated_NPU (np7_1)
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModName.4 = STRING: Integrated_NPU (np7_2)
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModName.5 = STRING: Integrated_NPU (np7_3)
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModDescr.1 = STRING: Fortinet integrated CPU module (main CPUs
built into device)
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModDescr.2 = STRING: Fortinet integrated CPU module (NPUs
built into device)
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModDescr.3 = STRING: Fortinet integrated CPU module (NPUs
built into device)
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModDescr.4 = STRING: Fortinet integrated CPU module (NPUs
built into device)
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModDescr.5 = STRING: Fortinet integrated CPU module (NPUs
built into device)
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModProcessorCount.1 = INTEGER: 80
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModProcessorCount.2 = INTEGER: 1
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModProcessorCount.3 = INTEGER: 1
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModProcessorCount.4 = INTEGER: 1
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModProcessorCount.5 = INTEGER: 1
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModMemCapacity.1 = Gauge32: 397046052
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModMemCapacity.2 = Gauge32: 8388608
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModMemCapacity.3 = Gauge32: 8388608
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModMemCapacity.4 = Gauge32: 8388608
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModMemCapacity.5 = Gauge32: 8388608
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModMemUsage.1 = Gauge32: 4
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModMemUsage.2 = Gauge32: 0
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FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModMemUsage.3 = Gauge32: 0
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModMemUsage.4 = Gauge32: 0
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModMemUsage.5 = Gauge32: 0
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModSessionCount.1 = Gauge32: 19
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModSessionCount.2 = Gauge32: 0
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModSessionCount.3 = Gauge32: 0
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModSessionCount.4 = Gauge32: 0
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModSessionCount.5 = Gauge32: 0
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModSACount.1 = Gauge32: 0
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModSACount.2 = Gauge32: 0
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModSACount.3 = Gauge32: 0
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModSACount.4 = Gauge32: 0
FORTINET-FORTIGATE-MIB::fgProcModSACount.5 = Gauge32: 0

BGP IPv6 conditional route advertisement

IPv6 BGP conditional route advertisement supports traffic failover for a FortiGate with hyperscale firewall features
operating as a CGNAT translator connected to two ISPs over IPv6.

When the FortiGate can connect to the primary ISP, IPv6 BGP routes to the primary ISP are shared with the networks
(LANs) behind the FortiGate. With BGP IPv6 conditional route advertisement enabled, if the FortiGate connection to the
primary ISP fails, the FortiGate acquires IPv6 BGP routes to the secondary ISP and advertises these routes to the
networks (LANs) behind the FortiGate.

Use the following configuration to enable IPv6 conditional route advertisement:

config router bgp
config neighbor

edit <name>
config conditional-advertise6

edit <name>
set condition-routemap <name>
set condition-type {exist | non-exist}

end

exist true if condition route map is matched.

non-exist true if condition route map is not matched.

BGP IPv6 conditional route advertisement configuration example

The following configuration shows how to use the condition-type option to control how a FortiGate advertises routes
when it is connected to two external routers.

When condition-type is set to non-exist the FortiGate advertises route2 (2003:172:22:1::/64) to Router2 when it
learns route1 (2003:172:28:1::/64). When condition-type is set to exist, the FortiGate will not advertise route2
(2003:172:22:1::/64) to Router2 when it knows route1 (2003:172:28:1::/64).

config router prefix-list6
edit adv-222

config rule
edit 1

set prefix6 2003:172:22:1::/64
end
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config router prefix-list6
edit list6-1

config rule
edit 1

set prefix6 2003:172:28:1::/64
end

config router route-map
edit map-222

config rule
edit 1

set match-ip6-address adv-222
end

config router route-map
edit "map-281"

config rule
edit 1

set match-ip6-address list6-1
end

config router bgp
set as 65412
set router-id 1.1.1.1
set ibgp-multipath enable
set network-import-check disable
set graceful-restart enable

config neighbor
edit 2003::2:2:2:2

set soft-reconfiguration6 enable
set remote-as 65412
set update-source loopback1

config conditional-advertise6
edit map-222

set condition-routemap map-281
set condition-type {exist | non-exist}

end
edit 2003::3:3:3:3

set soft-reconfiguration6 enable
set remote-as 65412
set update-source loopback1

end

CGN session timeouts

Using the following command you can define session timeouts for a specific protocols and port ranges for a CGNAT
VDOM. These session timeouts apply to hyperscale firewall carrier grade NAT sessions processed by the current
VDOM. You can set up different session timeouts for each CGNAT VDOM.

config system session-ttl
config port

edit 1
set protocol <protocol-number>
set timeout <timeout>
set refresh-direction {outgoing | incoming | both}
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set start-port <port>
set end-port <port>

end

protocol <protocol-number> a protocol number in the range 0 to 255. Default 0.

timeout <timeout> the time in seconds after which a matching idle session is terminated. Range 1 to 2764800.
Default 300.

refresh-direction {outgoing | incoming | both} control whether idle outgoing or incoming or both
outgoing and incoming sessions are terminated when the timeout is reached. This option is new for FortiOS 6.4.6.

start-port <port> / end port <port> the start and end ports in the range of ports that this session timeout
configuration applies to. Range is 0 to 65535. Default is 0.

Modifying trap session behavior in hyperscale firewall VDOMs

Hyperscale VDOMs create trap sessions for all sessions that need to be handled by the CPU. Trap sessions make sure
CPU sessions are successfully sent to the CPU. If CPU sessions are not trapped, they may be incorrectly converted to
hardware sessions and dropped.

You can use the following command to modify trap session behavior in a hyperscale firewall VDOM

config system settings
set trap-session-flag {udp-both | udp-reply | tcpudp-both | tcpudp-reply | trap-none}

end

udp-both trap UDP send and reply sessions.

udp-reply trap UDP reply sessions only.

tcpudp-both trap TCP and UDP send and reply sessions. This is the default setting.

tcpudp-reply trap TCP and UDP reply sessions only.

trap-none disable trapping sessions.

The default setting creates trap sessions for all TCP and UDP sessions to be handled by the CPU. You can change the
trap session behavior depending on CPU sessions processed by the VDOM.

Setting the hyperscale firewall VDOM default policy action

You can use the following system settings option for each hyperscale firewall VDOM to set the hyperscale firewall default
policy action for that VDOM. The hyperscale policy default action determines what NP7 processors do with TCP and
UDP packets that are not accepted by any hyperscale firewall policies.

config system settings
set hyperscale-default-policy-action {drop-on-hardware | forward-to-host}

end

drop-on-hardware the default setting, NP7 processors drop TCP and UDP packets that don't match a hyperscale
firewall policy. In most cases you would not want to change this default setting since it means the CPU does not have to
process TCP and UDP packets that don't match hyperscale firewall policies. In most cases, this option should reduce the
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number of packets sent to the CPU. With this option enabled, all other packet types (for example, ICMP packets) that
don't match a hyperscale firewall policy are sent to the CPU. Packets accepted by session helpers are also sent to the
CPU.

forward-to-host NP7 processors forward packets that don't match a hyperscale firewall policy to the CPU. If the
packet is forwarded to the CPU, the packet will be matched with the policy list and eventually be subject to the implicit
deny policy and dropped by the CPU. This setting can affect performance because the CPU would be handling these
packets.

Reassembling fragmented packets

FortiGates with NP7 processors that are licensed for hyperscale firewall features support reassembling fragmented
packets in sessions offloaded to the NP7 processors.

To support reassembling fragmented packets, the NP7 processor hash-config can be set to src-dst-ip or src-
ip. As well, NP7 ip-reassemlymust be enabled. You can also adjust the ip-reassemblyminimum and maximum
timeouts. The currently recommended configuration includes the following minimum and maximum timeouts. You can
adjust these timeouts for your network configuration and traffic profile.

config system npu
set hash-config {src-dst-ip | src-ip}

config ip-reassembly
set status enable
set min_timeout 64
set max_timeout 200000

end

For more information about the hash-config option, see hash-config {src-dst-ip | src-ip}.

For more information on the ip-reassembly option, see Reassembling and offloading fragmented packets.

How the NP7 hash-config affects sessions that require session
helpers or ALGs

On FortiGates with multiple NP7processors, you can use the following command to configure how the internal switch
fabric (ISF) distributes sessions to the NP7 processors.

config system global
config system npu

set hash-config {5-tuple | src-ip}
end

Changing the hash-config causes the FortiGate to restart.

5-tuple, the default. To distribute sessions a hash is created for each session based on the session's source and
destination IP address, IP protocol, and source and destination TCP/UDP port. In most cases 5-tuple distribution
provides the best performance.

src-ip, sessions are distributed by source IP address. All sessions from a source IP address are processed by the
same NP7 processor.
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Setting hash-config to src-ip is required to offload traffic that requires session helpers or application layer gateways
(ALGs) (for example, FTP, TFTP, SIP, MGCP, H.323, PPTP, L2TP, ICMP Error/IP-options, PMAP, TNS, DCE-RPC,
RAS, and RSH).

On a FortiGae with hyperscale firewall features enabled, session helper and ALG traffic should be processed by normal
VDOMs and not by hyperscale firewall VDOMs. Traffic that requires session helpers or ALGs is not compatible with
hyperscale firewall functionality since the initial packets of a new session must be processed by the CPU. As well, some
traffic that requires ALGs, for example SIP traffic, also requires a security profile and security profiles are not compatible
with hyperscale firewall functionality.

Session helper and ALG traffic can be partially offloaded by NP7 processors. For example, SIP setup sessions are
processed by the CPU, but the RTP and RTCP sessions that result from SIP setup sessions can be accelerated by NP7
processors.

Hash table message queue mode

You can use the following commands to change the hyperscale firewall NP7 hash table message queue mode.

config system npu
set htab-msg-queue {data | idle | dedicated}
set htab-dedi-queue-nr <number-of-queues>

end

You can use the htab-msg-queue option to alleviate performance bottlenecks that may occur when hash table
messages use up all of the available hyperscale NP7 data queues.

You can use the following commands to get the hash table message count and rate.

diagnose npu np7 msg htab-stats {all| chip-id}
diagnose npu np7 msg htab-rate {all| chip-id}

You can use the following command to show MSWM information:

diagnose npu np7 mswm

You can use the following command to show SSE drop counters:

diagnose npu np7 dce-sse-drop 0 v

You can use the following command to show command counters:

diagnose npu np7 cmd

The following htab-msg-queue options are available:

l data (the default) use all available data queues.
l idle if you notice the data queues are all in use, you can select this option to use idle queues for hash table
messages.

l dedicated use between 1 to 8 of the highest number data queues. Use the option htab-dedi-queue-nr to set
the number of data queues to use.

If you are using dedicated queues for hash table messages for hyperscale firewall sessions, you can use the htab-
dedi-queue-nr option to set the number of queues to use. The range is 1 to 8 queues. The default is 4 queues.

Message-related diagnose commands:
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diagnose npu np7 msg
summary Show summary of message counters. [Take 0-1 arg(s)]
msg-by-mod Show/clear message counters by source module. [Take 0-2 arg(s)]
msg-by-code Show/clear message counters by message code. [Take 0-2 arg(s)]
msg-by-que Show/clear message counters by RX queue. [Take 0-2 arg(s)]
msg-by-cpu Show/clear message counters by CPU. [Take 0-2 arg(s)]
htab-stats Show/clear hash table message counters. [Take 0-2 arg(s)]
htab-rate Show/clear hash table message rate. [Take 0-2 arg(s)]
ipsec-stats Show/clear IPSec message counters. [Take 0-2 arg(s)]
ipsec-rate Show/clear IPSec message rate. [Take 0-2 arg(s)]
ipt-stats Show/clear IP tunnel message counters. [Take 0-2 arg(s)]
ipt-rate Show/clear IP tunnel message rate. [Take 0-2 arg(s)]
mse-stats Show/clear MSE message counters. [Take 0-2 arg(s)]
mse-rate Show/clear MSE message rate. [Take 0-2 arg(s)]
spath-stats Show/clear hyperscale message counters. [Take 0-2 arg(s)]
spath-rate Show/clear hyperscale message rate. [Take 0-2 arg(s)]
tpe-tce-stats Show/clear TPC/TCE message counters. [Take 0-2 arg(s)]
tpe-tce-rate Show/clear TPE/TCE message rate. [Take 0-2 arg(s)]

MSWM diag commands.

diagnose npu np7 mswm
mswm-all Show/clear all MSWM counters. [Take 0-2 arg(s)]
module-to-mswm Show/clear module-to-MSWM counters. [Take 0-2 arg(s)]
mswm-to-module Show/clear MSWM-to-module counters. [Take 0-2 arg(s)]
mswh-all Show/clear all MSWH counters. [Take 0-2 arg(s)]
module-to-mswh Show/clear module-to-MSWH counters. [Take 0-2 arg(s)]
mswh-to-hrx Show/clear MSWH-to-HRX counter. [Take 0-2 arg(s)]

Diagnose command to show SSE drop counters:

diagnose npu np7 dce-sse-drop 0 v

Diagnose command to show command counters:

diagnose npu np7 cmd
all Show/clear all command counters. [Take 0-2 arg(s)]
sse Show/clear SSE command counters. [Take 0-2 arg(s)]
mse Show/clear MSE command counters. [Take 0-2 arg(s)]
dse Show/clear DSE command counters. [Take 0-2 arg(s)]
lpm-rlt Show/clear LPM/RLT command counters. [Take 0-2 arg(s)]
rate Show/clear command rate. [Take 0-2 arg(s)]
measure-rate Enable/disable command rate measurement. [Take 0-1 arg(s)]

Setting the NP7 TCP reset timeout

The NP7 TCP reset (RST) timeout in seconds. The range is 0-16777215. The default timeout is 5 seconds. This timeout
is optimal in most cases, especially when hyperscale firewall is enabled. A timeout of 0 means no time out.
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Hardware accelerated Carrier Grade NAT

Hyperscale firewall Carrier Grade NAT (CGN) features can be used to accelerate dynamic SNAT resource management
for IPv4 and NAT64 traffic. Using carrier grade NAT features, FortiOS is capable of managing SNAT resources for
complex networks containing large numbers of devices with private IPv4 addresses. Hyperscale CGN uses an
enhanced implementation of FortiOS IP Pools to apply these CGN resource management features to traffic as it passes
through the FortiGate.

For information about FortiOS IP pools, see Dynamic SNAT.

Start a hyperscale firewall carrier grade NAT configuration by creating one or more CGN resource allocation IP pools.
These IP pools are variations on an overload IP pool that define how the firewall manages source addresses and source
ports. Then you create a hyperscale firewall policy and add the CGN resource allocation IP pools to the firewall policy.

If you add multiple CGN resource allocation IP pools to a hyperscale firewall policy, the IP pools must all have the same
CGNmode (none, overload, single port allocation, or fixed-allocation) and their IP ranges must not overlap.

Instead of adding multiple IP pools to a hyperscale firewall policy, you can create a CGN IP pool group and add multiple
CGN IP pools to the group. Then add the CGN IP pool group to the firewall policy. All of the CGN IP pools in a CGN IP
pool group must have the same CGNmode and their IP ranges must not overlap.

CGN resource allocation IP pools

CGN resource allocation IP pools are variations on overload IP pools that take advantage of NP7 hardware acceleration
to apply Carrier Grade NAT (CGN) features to IPv4 or NAT64 hyperscale firewall policies. CGN resource allocation IP
pools manage the allocation of IPv4 source ports, addresses, and system resources used for logging.

You create CGN resource allocation IP pools from the GUI by going to Policy & Objects > IP Pools > Create New > IP
Pool. Set Type to CGN Resource Allocation, select aMode (or type), and edit settings for the selected mode.

From the CLI, you create CGN resource allocation IP pools by creating an IP pool and setting the type to cgn-
resource-allocation. You can then enable or disable cgn-spa, cgn-overload, and cgn-fixedalloc to select
a CGN IP pool type and then edit settings for the selected type.

config firewall ippool
edit <name>

set type cgn-resource-allocation
set startip <ip>
set endip <ip>
set arp-reply {disable | enable}
set arp-intf <interface-name>
set cgn-spa {disable | enable}
set cgn-overload {disable | enable}
set cgn-fixedalloc {disable | enable}
set cgn-block-size <number-of-ports>
set cgn-client-startip <ip>
set cgn-client-endip <ip>
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set cgn-port-start <port>
set cgn-port-end <port>
set utilization-alarm-raise <usage-threshold>
set utilization-alarm-clear <usage-threshold>

end

Five different types or modes of CGN resource allocation IP pool modes are available. The following table summarizes
each type and the following sections describe the GUI and CLI configuration for each type.

IP pool type
(mode)

GUI option CLI options Supported CGNAT Features

Port Block Allocation
(PBA)

Port Block
Allocation

set cgn-spa disable
set cgn-overload disable
set cgn-fixedalloc disable

l Dynamic IP consistency
l Port block allocation
l No port reuse
l Deterministic NAT

Overload with port
block allocation
(PBA, overload)

Overload (Port
Block Allocation)

set cgn-spa disable
set cgn-overload enable

l Dynamic IP consistency
l Port block allocation
l Port reuse within block
l Deterministic NAT

Single port allocation
(SPA)

Single Port
Allocation

set cgn-spa enable
set cgn-overload disable

l Dynamic IP consistency
l No port reuse
l Deterministic NAT

Overload with single
port allocation (SPA,
overload)

Overload (Single
Port Allocation)

set cgn-spa enable
set cgn-overload enable

l Dynamic IP consistency
l Port reuse within the entire
port range

l Deterministic NAT

Fixed allocation,
(also called Port
block allocation with
fixed NAT or
Deterministic NAT)
(PBA, fixed NAT)

Fixed-allocation set cgn-spa disable
set cgn-fixedalloc enable

l Static IP consistency
l Static port block allocation
l No port reuse
l Deterministic NAT

Displaying IP pool data

From the GUI you can hover the mouse pointer over a CGN resource allocation IP pool name to display information
about the IP pool including its name and CGNmode as well as the settings of the IP pool including the external IP
address and port ranges, whether ARP reply is enabled, the block size, and the number of blocks available for each IP
address.

The display also shows real time data calculated for the IP pool including the number of external IP addresses currently
in use, the number of client sessions currently using the IP pool, as well as a calculation of the percentage of the TCP
and UDP blocks available.
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Example FortiGate-4200F IP pool data

The TCP and UDP blocks available is calculated as a percentage of the total number of blocks available. The following
explains how the total number of blocks available is determined.

The Blocks per IP is the number of ports in the Port Range divided by the Block Size. In this example:

(65530 - 5117) / 128 = 471

The 471 blocks per IP address are distributed evenly among the available NP7 processors. For a FortiGate-4200F with
four NP7 processors, each NP7 processor would have 474 / 4 = 117.75, rounded down to 117 blocks per IP
address.

The total number of blocks available = blocks per IP address x number of IP addresses x number of NP7 processors. In
this example:

117 x 2 x 4 = 936
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Static IP consistency

If more than one public IP address is available, static IP consistency makes sure that sessions from a given client are
always assigned the same public source IP address.

Dynamic IP consistency

The first time a client starts a new session, the session gets any one of the available public IP addresses. New sessions
started by the same client use the same public IP address, so all currently active sessions from a client will have the
same public IP address. If all sessions from a client time out, the next time the client starts a new session, the session
can again get any one of the available public IP addresses.

Port reuse within block

Sessions from the same client may be assigned duplicate public source ports.

Port reuse within whole port range

Sessions from different clients may be assigned the same public source ports.

Port block allocation

A block of source ports is dynamically allocated to each client. Sessions started by a client can use any one of the ports
in their allocated block. Whether ports can be re-used and how they are re-used depends on what other features are
active.

Static port block allocation

Blocks of ports are assigned to clients exclusively and deterministically. When a block of ports is assigned to a client, all
sessions started by that client use the assigned ports and sessions started by other clients cannot use those ports.

Deterministic NAT

Creates a one to one mapping between external and internal IP addresses. You add matching external and internal
address ranges to the configuration, and a given internal address is always translated to the same external address. The
number of clients that can use a deterministic NAT pool is limited by the number of IP addresses in the pool.

Port block allocation CGN IP pool

This is the default CGNAT IP pool configuration.
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On the GUI go to Policy & Objects > IP Pools > Create New > IP Pool. Set Type to CGN Resource Allocation and
setMode to Port Block Allocation.

On the CLI:

config firewall ippool
edit <name>

set type cgn-resource-allocation
set startip <ip>
set endip <ip>
set arp-reply {disable | enable}
set arp-intf <interface-name>
set cgn-spa disable
set cgn-overload disable
set cgn-fixedalloc disable
set cgn-block-size <number-of-ports>
set cgn-port-start <port>
set cgn-port-end <port>
set utilization-alarm-raise <usage-threshold>
set utilization-alarm-clear <usage-threshold>

end

Port block allocation (PBA) reduces CGNAT logging overhead by creating a log entry only when a client first establishes
a network connection and is assigned a port block. The number of log entries are reduced because a log entry is created
when the port block is assigned, and not for each client connection.

When all of the client sessions have ended, FortiOS releases the port block and writes another log message. You can
also configure logging to only write a log message when the port block is released. See Configuring hardware logging on
page 44.

In general, because each customer environment is different, different configurations may be required to achieve optimal
performance.

PBA allocates a contiguous set of source translation endpoints called port blocks. These port blocks are associated to a
client by one IP address and a block of ports. Port blocks are allocated on-demand and have a fixed size.
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Choose these settings carefully to adequately and efficiently service clients that may require a different number of
simultaneous connections. Careful analysis and testing is required to find optimal values for the traffic conditions on your
network.

You can define a port-block allocation IP pool by configuring the following:

l External IP address range (start-ip and end-ip). Specifies the set of translation IP addresses available in the
pool as a collection of IP prefixes with their prefix lengths. These are typically public-side addresses.

l Start port (cgn-port-start). The lowest port number in the port range. The default value is 5117.
l End port (cgn-port-end). The highest possible port number in the port range. The default value is 65530.
l Port block size (cgn-block-size). The number of ports allocated in a block. The default value is 128. Use a
smaller port block size to conserve available ports.

l Enable or disable ARP reply (arp-reply) to reply to ARP requests for addresses in the external address range.
l Optionally specify the interface (arp-intf) that replies to ARP requests.
l Generate an SNMP trap when the usage of the resources defined by an IP pool exceeds a threshold
(utilization-alarm-raise). The range is 50 to 100 per cent.

l Generate an SNMP trap when the usage of the resources defined by an IP pool falls below a threshold
(utilization-alarm-clear). The range is 40 to 100 per cent.

You can also configure PBA with overload. Overload causes FortiOS to re-use ports within a block, allowing for more
possible connections before running out of ports. To configure PBA with overload, see Overload with port-block-
allocation CGN IP pool on page 33.

Overload with port-block-allocation CGN IP pool

On the GUI go to Policy & Objects > IP Pools > Create New > IP Pool. Set Type to CGN Resource Allocation and
setMode toOverload (Port Block Allocation).

On the CLI:

config firewall ippool
edit <name>
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set type cgn-resource-allocation
set startip <ip>
set endip <ip>
set arp-reply {disable | enable}
set arp-intf <interface-name>
set cgn-spa disable
set cgn-overload enable
set cgn-block-size <number-of-ports>
set cgn-port-start <port>
set cgn-port-end <port>
set utilization-alarm-raise <usage-threshold>
set utilization-alarm-clear <usage-threshold>

end

Overload with Port block allocation (PBA) reduces CGNAT logging overhead by creating a log entry only when a client
first establishes a network connection and is assigned a port block. The number of log entries are reduced because a log
entry is created when the port block is assigned, and not for each client connection. Overload causes FortiOS to re-use
ports within a block, allowing for more possible connections before running out of ports.

When all of the client sessions have ended, FortiOS releases the port block and writes another log message. You can
also configure logging to only write a log message when the port block is released. See Configuring hardware logging on
page 44.

In general, because each customer environment is different, different configurations may be required to achieve optimal
performance.

PBA allocates a contiguous set of source translation endpoints called port blocks. These port blocks are associated to a
client by one IP address and a block of ports. Port blocks are allocated on-demand and have a fixed size.

Choose these settings carefully to adequately and efficiently service clients that may require a different number of
simultaneous connections. Careful analysis and testing is required to find optimal values for the traffic conditions on your
network.

You can define an overload port-block allocation IP pool by configuring the following:

l External IP address range (start-ip and end-ip). Specifies the set of translation IP addresses available in the
pool as a collection of IP prefixes with their prefix lengths. These are typically public-side addresses.

l Start port (cgn-port-start). The lowest port number in the port range. The default value is 5117.
l End port (cgn-port-end). The highest possible port number in the port range. The default value is 65530.
l Port block size (cgn-block-size). The number of ports allocated in a block. The default value is 128. Use a
smaller port block size to conserve available ports.

l Enable or disable ARP reply (arp-reply) to reply to ARP requests for addresses in the external address range.
l Optionally specify the interface (arp-intf) that replies to ARP requests.
l Generate an SNMP trap when the usage of the resources defined by an IP pool exceeds a threshold
(utilization-alarm-raise). The range is 50 to 100 per cent.

l Generate an SNMP trap when the usage of the resources defined by an IP pool falls below a threshold
(utilization-alarm-clear). The range is 40 to 100 per cent.

Single port allocation CGN IP pool

On the GUI go to Policy & Objects > IP Pools > Create New > IP Pool. Set Type to CGN Resource Allocation and
setMode to Single Port Allocation.
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On the CLI:

config firewall ippool
edit <name>

set type cgn-resource-allocation
set startip <ip>
set endip <ip>
set arp-reply {disable | enable}
set arp-intf <interface-name>
set cgn-spa enable
set cgn-overload disable
set cgn-port-start <port>
set cgn-port-end <port>
set utilization-alarm-raise <usage-threshold>
set utilization-alarm-clear <usage-threshold>

end

A single port allocation CGN resource allocation IP pool assigns single ports instead of ranges of ports. This type of CGN
IP pool conserves ports by effectively reducing the port block size to 1. Since blocks of ports are not assigned to each
client, this CGN IP Pool type works better for networks with large numbers of clients that start fewer individual sessions.

Since this is not an overload IP pool, ports are not re-used. Each client session gets a new port from the range of ports
added to the IP pool that are available.

You can define a single port allocation IP pool by configuring the following:

l External IP address range (start-ip and end-ip). Specifies the set of translation IP addresses available in the
pool as a collection of IP prefixes with their prefix lengths. These are typically public-side addresses.

l Start port (cgn-port-start). The lowest port number in the port range. The default value is 5117.
l End port (cgn-port-end). The highest possible port number in the port range. The default value is 65530.
l Enable or disable ARP reply (arp-reply) to reply to ARP requests for addresses in the external address range.
l Optionally specify the interface (arp-intf) that replies to ARP requests.
l Generate an SNMP trap when the usage of the resources defined by an IP pool exceeds a threshold
(utilization-alarm-raise). The range is 50 to 100 per cent.

l Generate an SNMP trap when the usage of the resources defined by an IP pool falls below a threshold
(utilization-alarm-clear). The range is 40 to 100 per cent.
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Overload with single port allocation CGN IP pool

On the GUI go to Policy & Objects > IP Pools > Create New > IP Pool. Set Type to CGN Resource Allocation and
setMode toOverload (Single Port Allocation).

On the CLI:

config firewall ippool
edit <name>

set type cgn-resource-allocation
set startip <ip>
set endip <ip>
set arp-reply {disable | enable}
set arp-intf <interface-name>
set cgn-spa enable
set cgn-overload enable
set cgn-port-start <port>
set cgn-port-end <port>
set utilization-alarm-raise <usage-threshold>
set utilization-alarm-clear <usage-threshold>

end

An overload single port allocation CGN resource allocation IP pool assigns single ports instead of ranges of ports. This
type of CGN IP pool conserves ports by effectively reducing the port block size to 1. Since this is an overload IP pool,
ports are re-used. A client session can get any port from the range of ports added to the IP pool that are available.

Since blocks of ports are not assigned to each client and ports are re-used, there are no limits on the number of ports that
a client IP address can use. Port re-use is determined by how much the pool is utilized. This IP pool type works for
networks with large numbers of clients where those clients may start many individual sessions.

You can define an overload single port allocation IP pool by configuring the following:

l External IP address range (start-ip and end-ip). Specifies the set of translation IP addresses available in the
pool as a collection of IP prefixes with their prefix lengths. These are typically public-side addresses.

l Start port (cgn-port-start). The lowest port number in the port range. The default value is 5117.
l End port (cgn-port-end). The highest possible port number in the port range. The default value is 65530
l Enable or disable ARP reply (arp-reply) to reply to ARP requests for addresses in the external address range.
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l Optionally specify the interface (arp-intf) that replies to ARP requests.
l Generate an SNMP trap when the usage of the resources defined by an IP pool exceeds a threshold
(utilization-alarm-raise). The range is 50 to 100 per cent.

l Generate an SNMP trap when the usage of the resources defined by an IP pool falls below this threshold
(utilization-alarm-clear). The range is 40 to 100 per cent.

Fixed allocation CGN IP pool

On the GUI go to Policy & Objects > IP Pools > Create New > IP Pool. Set Type to CGN Resource Allocation and
setMode to Fixed-allocation.

On the CLI:

config firewall ippool
edit <name>

set type cgn-resource-allocation
set startip <ip>
set endip <ip>
set arp-reply {disable | enable}
set arp-intf <interface-name>
set cgn-spa disable
set cgn-fixedalloc enable
set cgn-block-size <number-of-ports>
set cgn-client-startip <ip>
set cgn-client-endip <ip>
set cgn-port-start <port>
set cgn-port-end <port>
set utilization-alarm-raise <usage-threshold>
set utilization-alarm-clear <usage-threshold>

end
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Also called deterministic NAT, a fixed allocation CGN resource allocation IP pool causes FortiOS to find the maximum
possible block size, given the configured NAT resources and gives one block to each client.

The number of clients that can use a fixed allocation CGN resource allocation IP pool is limited by the number of IP
addresses in the pool. Since this is not an overload IP pool, ports are not re-used.

You can define a fixed allocation IP pool by configuring the following:

l External IP address range (start-ip and end-ip). Specifies the set of translation IP addresses available in the
pool as a collection of IP prefixes with their prefix lengths. These are typically public-side addresses.

l Internal or client IP address range (cgn-client-startip and cgn-client-endip). The range of internal
addresses. This range must match or be a subset of the available source IP addresses.

l Start port (cgn-port-start). The lowest port number in the port range. The default value is 5117.
l End port (cgn-port-end). The highest possible port number in the port range. The default value is 65530
l Port block size (cgn-block-size). When cgn-fixedallc is enabled, the cgn-block-size configuration is
ignored because FortiOS calculates a block-size to find the maximum possible block size and gives one block to
each client.

l Enable or disable ARP reply (arp-reply) to reply to ARP requests for addresses in the external address range.
l Optionally specify the interface (arp-intf) that replies to ARP requests.
l Generate an SNMP trap when the usage of the resources defined by an IP pool exceeds a threshold
(utilization-alarm-raise). The range is 50 to 100 per cent.

l Generate an SNMP trap when the usage of the resources defined by an IP pool falls below this threshold
(utilization-alarm-clear). The range is 40 to 100 per cent.

CGN resource allocation IP pool groups

You can configure CGN resource allocation IP pool groups to group together related CGN resource allocation IP pools to
be able to add multiple IP pools to the same firewall policy. All of the CGN IP pools in a CGN IP pool group must have the
same CGNmode and their IP ranges must not overlap.

Use the following command to create an CGN resource allocation IP pool group:

config firewall ippool_grp
edit <name>

set member <cgn-ippool> ...
end

member select the names of the CGN IP pools to add to the CGN IP pool group.

Use the following steps to configure CGNAT IP pool groups from the GUI:

1. Go to Policy & Objects > IP Pools.
2. Select Create New> CGN IP Pool Group.
3. Select CGN IP pools to add to theMembers list.
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CGN resource allocation hyperscale firewall policies

Use the following options to configure an IPv4 or NAT64 CGN resource allocation hyperscale firewall policy:

config firewall {hyperscale-policy | hyperscale-policy64}
edit <id>

set action accept
set nat enable
set ippool enable
set poolname {<cgn-ippool> | <cgn-ippool-group>}...
set cgn-session-quota <quota>
set cgn-resource-quota <quota>
set cgn-eif {enable| disable}
set cgn-eim {enable| disable}
set cgn-log-server-grp <group-name>

end

poolname select one or more CGN IP pools or IP pool groups to apply CGN resource allocation IP pools to the firewall
policy. To be able to add IP pools, nat and ippoolmust be enabled.

cgn-session-quota limit the number of concurrent sessions available for a client IP address (effectively the number
of sessions per user). The range is 0 to 16777215 (the default). The default setting effectively means there is no quota.

cgn-resource-quota set a quota for the number port blocks available for a client IP address (effectively the number
of port blocks per client IP address). Only applies if the firewall policy includes CGN IP pools with port block sizes. The
range is 1 to 16 and the default is 16. If your FortiGate has multiple NP7 processors, the resource quota should be set
differently depending on the hash-config used by the internal switch fabric (ISF). See How the NP7 hash-config
affects CGNAT on page 42 for details.

cgn-eif enable or disable Endpoint Independent Filtering (EIF). Disabled by default. if another server attempts to
connect to a public IP and port which is used by an existing session, when EIF is enabled, the NP7 will create the session
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and reuse the mapping for the existing session. When EIF is not enabled, the server attempts to connect to the public IP
and port will fail. This practice is recommended in RFC 4787 for client applications that require this behavior.

For example, Client-A has an existing session, {A.a, B.b, S.s}. When another server S1.s1 attempts to connect to public
address and port B.b, when EIF is enabled, the NP7 creates a new session as {A.a, B.b, S1.s1}. When EIF is disabled,
such connection will be checked in full-policy and probably dropped.

cgn-eim enable or disable Endpoint Independent Mapping (EIM). If a client uses an existing source port to connect to a
different server, the NP7 reuses the existing mapping to create new sessions. This practice is more compatible for some
applications to work with NAT devices, also it is more efficient. A new resource allocation counts towards the resource
quota. If EIM is triggered, the new session does not cause new resource allocation and the new session only counts
towards the session quota.

For example, Client-A has an existing session, represented as {A.a, B.b, S.s}, where A.a is the client IP and port, B.b is
the mapped IP and port, and S.s is the server IP and port. When EIM is enabled, if the client uses A.a to connect to
another server S1.s1, the NP7 reuses the public IP and port at B.b to create session that can be represented as {A.a,
B.b, S1.s1}.

About hairpinning

You can use EIF to support hairpinning. A hairpinning configuration allows a client to
communicate with a server that is on the same network as the client, but the communication
takes place through the FortiGate because the client only knows the external address of the
server.
To set up a hyperscale firewall hairpinning configuration, you need to enable EIF in the firewall
policy. As well, the IP pool added to the policy should include addresses that overlap with the
firewall policy destination address. In many cases you can do this by setting the firewall policy
destination address to all.
If the policy uses a specific address or address range for the destination address, then this
destination address and the IP pool address range should have some overlap.

cgn-log-server-grp the name of the hardware logging server group. See Hardware logging on page 44.

From the GUI

Use the following steps to configure CGNAT firewall policies from the GUI:

1. Go to Policy & Objects and select IPv4 Hyperscale Policy or NAT46 Hyperscale Policy.
2. Configure source and destination interfaces and addresses and other standard firewall options as required.
3. If you are configuring an IPv4 or NAT64 hyperscale firewall policy you can also configure the following CGN

resource allocation options:
l IP Pool Configuration select one or more CGN resource allocation IP pools or CGN resource allocation IP
pool groups. All of the IP pools or IP pool groups must have the same mode and their source IP addresses
must not overlap.

l CGN Session Quota to limit the concurrent sessions available for a source IP address.
l CGN Resource Quota to limit the number of port blocks assigned to a source IP address.
l Enable or disable Endpoint Independent Filtering.
l Enable or disable Endpoint Independent Mapping.
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4. Optionally enable hardware logging by selecting Log Hyperscale SPU Offload Traffic and selecting a Log Server
Group.

CGN resource allocation firewall policy source and destination
address limits

CGN resource allocation hyperscale firewall policies have the following limitations for the number of source and
destination addresses that can be added to a single policy. These limitations result from compiling firewall policies by the
FortiOS kernel.

An IPv4 hyperscale firewall policy can have the following number of source or destination addresses. Addresses can be
added as any combination of individual firewall addresses or firewall address groups.

l An IPv4 hyperscale firewall policy can have up to 150 unique IP addresses distributed between the source and
destination address fields.

l An IPv4 hyperscale firewall policy can have up to 150 unique IP addresses and 10 overlapping subnets distributed
between the source and destination address fields. Example subnet: 5.2.226.0/24

l An IPv4 hyperscale firewall policy can have up to 150 unique IP addresses and 9 single IP duplicate range
addresses distributed between the source and destination address fields. Example duplicate range IP address:
start-ip/end-ip 118.1.1.152.

An IPv6 hyperscale firewall policy can have up to 20 IPv6 IP addresses distributed between the source and destination
address fields.
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How the NP7 hash-config affects CGNAT

On FortiGates with multiple NP7processors, you can use the following command to configure how the internal switch
fabric (ISF) distributes sessions to the NP7 processors.

config system global
config system npu

set hash-config {5-tuple | src-ip}
end

Changing the hash-config causes the FortiGate to restart.

5-tuple, the default. To distribute sessions a hash is created for each session based on the session's source and
destination IP address, IP protocol, and source and destination TCP/UDP port.

src-ip, sessions are distributed by source IP address. All sessions from a source IP address are processed by the
same NP7 processor.

In most cases 5-tuple distribution provides the best performance. However, CGNAT resource quotas are distributed
differently depending on the hash-config.

For example, you could use the following command to configure an IPv4 CGN resource allocation hyperscale firewall
policy:

config firewall policy
edit <id>

set action accept
set dstaddr <address>
set nat enable
set ippool enable
set poolname {<cgn-ippool> | <cgn-ippool-group>}...
set cgn-session-quota <quota>
set cgn-resource-quota <quota>
set cgn-eif {enable| disable}
set cgn-eim {enable| disable}
set cgn-log-server-grp <group-name>

end

The cgn-resource-quota option sets a quota for the number port blocks available for a client IP address (effectively
the number of port blocks per client IP address). When hash-config is set to src-ip, each NP7 processor has the same
cgn-resource-quota and the quota is applied to all traffic from a given source address.

When hash-config is set to 5-tuple, the number of blocks in the resource quota are divided evenly among each
NP7 processor and only a portion of the resource quota is available on each NP7 processor. So to make sure each NP7
has access to the intended number of port blocks, you should adjust the cgn-session-quota to limit the number of
sessions available for each client IP address. The intended resource quota should be multiplied by the number of NP7
processors that the FortiGate has to find the value to set as the session quota.

For example, the FortiGate-4200F has four NP7 processors. If you want each client IP address to have a resource quota
of 2 port blocks, you should set cgn-session-quota using the following calculation:

<number of NP7 processors> x <intended cgn-resource-quota> = <cgn-session-quota>

For the FortiGate-4200F the calculation would be:

4 x 2 = 8

For a FortiGate-4200F to impose a resource quota of 2 port blocks, set cgn-session-quota to 8.
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The FortiGate-4400F has six NP7 processors. If you want each client IP address to have a resource quota of 3 port
blocks, you should set cgn-session-quota using the following calculation:

6 x 3 = 18

For a FortiGate-4200F to impose a resource quota of 3 port blocks, set cgn-session-quota to 18.
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Hardware logging

You can configure NP7 processors to create traffic or NAT mapping log messages for hyperscale firewall sessions and
send them to remote NetFlow or Syslog servers. Hardware logging is supported for IPv4, IPv6, NAT64, and NAT46
hyperscale firewall policies. Full NetFlow is supported through the information maintained in the firewall session.

Hardware logging features include:

l Per session logging, creates either two log messages per session (one when the session is established and one
when the session ends) or one log message per session, created when the session ends.

l On some FortiGate models with NP7 processors you can configure hardware logging to either use the NP7
processors to create and send log messages or you can configure hardware logging to use FortiGate CPU
resources to create and send hardware log messages. Using the NP7 processors to create and send log messages
improves performance. Using the FortiGate CPU for hardware logging is called host logging. Each option has some
limitations, see Configuring hardware logging on page 44.

l Per NAT mapping logging, creates two log messages per session, one when the session allocates NAT mapping
resources and one when NAT mapping resources are freed when the session ends.

l By default, log messages are sent in NetFlow v10 format over UDP. NetFlow v10 is compatible with IP Flow
Information Export (IPFIX).

l NetFlow v9 logging over UDP is also supported. NetFlow v9 uses a binary format and reduces logging traffic.
l Syslog logging over UDP is also supported.
l You can create multiple log server groups to support different log message formats and different log servers.
l Hash-based load balancing distributes log messages among the log servers in a log server group to reduce the load
on individual log servers. A log server group can contain up to 16 log servers. Hash values are computed from
session information. All messages generated by a given session are sent to the same log server.

l Hardware logging log messages are similar to most FortiGate log messages but there are differences that are
specific to hardware logging messages. For example, the dur (duration) field in hardware logging messages is in
milliseconds (ms) and not in seconds.

l Hardware logging is supported for protocols that use session helpers or application layer gateways (ALGs). If
hyperscale firewall polices accept session helper or ALG traffic, for example, ICMP traffic, hardware log messages
for these sessions are created and sent according to the hardware logging configuration for the policy.

Configuring hardware logging

Use the following command to add log servers and create log server groups. This configuration is shared by all of the
NP7s in your FortiGate. If your FortiGate is configured with multiple VDOMs, this is a global configuration and the log
server groups are available to all VDOMs with hyperscale firewall features enabled.

config log npu-server
set log-processor {hardware | host}
set netflow-ver {v9 | v10}

config server-info
edit <index>

set vdom <name>
set ip-family {v4 | v6}
set ipv4-server <ipv4-address>
set ipv6-server <ipv6-address>
set source-port <port-number>
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set dest-port <port-number>
set template-tx-timeout <timeout>

end
config server-group

edit <group-name>
set log-mode {per-session | per-nat-mapping | per-session-ending}
set log-format {netflow | syslog}
set log-tx-mode {roundrobin | multicast}
set server-number <number>
set server-start-id <number>

end

log-processor select whether to use NP7 processors (hardware, the default) or the FortiGate CPUs (host) to
generate traffic log messages for hyperscale firewall sessions. This option is not available for all FortiGate models that
support hyperscale firewall features. If the option is not available, then NP7 processors are used to generate traffic log
messages for hyperscale firewall sessions.

If you set this option to hardware, (and for FortiGate models that don't support selecting host) the following limitations
apply:

l The vd= field in generated traffic log messages includes the VDOM name followed by trailing null characters. If
possible, you can configure your syslog server or NetFlow server to remove these trailing null characters.

l Normally the PID= field in traffic log messages contains the policy ID of the firewall policy that generated the log
message. But, if the policy that generated the traffic log message has recently changed, the PID= field can contain
extra information used by the NP7 policy engine to track policy changes. You can extract the actual policy ID by
converting the decimal number in the PID= field to hexadecimal format and removing all but the last 26 bits. These
26 bits contain the policy ID in hexadecimal format. You can convert this hex number back to decimal format to
generate the actual policy ID.

If you set this option to host, all hardware logging functions are supported and the hardware logging configuration is the
same with the following limitations:

l Setting log-processor to host can reduce overall FortiGate performance because the FortiGate CPUs handle
hardware logging instead of offloading logging to the NP7 processors.

l Host logging may not provide the NHI, stats, OID, gateway, expiration, and duration information for short-lived
sessions.

l Host logging does not support Netflow v9.

netflow-ver select the version of NetFlow that this log server is compatible with. v10, which is compatible with IP
Flow Information Export (IPFIX), is the default.

config server-info use this command to add up to sixteen log servers. Once you have added log servers using this
command, you can add the servers to one or more log server groups.

edit <index> create a log server. <index> is the number of the log server. You use this number is when you add the
log server to a server group. <index> can be 1 to 16. You must specify the number, setting <index> to 0 to select the
next available number is not supported.

vdom the virtual domain that contains a FortiGate interface that you want to use to communicate with the log server.

ip-family the IP version of the remote log server. v4 is the default.

ipv4-server the IPv4 address of the remote log server.

ipv6-server the IPv6 address of the remote log server.
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When configuring hardware logging, the recommended or required IP addresses of the
hardware logging servers that you can use with hyperscale firewall policies are the following:
l You should only use logging servers that have IPv4 addresses with IPv4 hyperscale
firewall policies. Logging servers with IPv6 IP addresses can be used but are not
recommended.

l You should only use logging servers that have IPv6 addresses with IPv6 hyperscale
firewall policies. Logging servers with IPv4 IP addresses can be used but are not
recommended.

l You can only use logging servers that have IPv6 addresses with NAT64 hyperscale
firewall policies.

l You can only use logging servers that have IPv4 addresses with NAT46 hyperscale
firewall policies.

source-port the source UDP port number added to the log packets in the range 0 to 65535. The default is 514.

dest-port the destination UDP port number added to the log packets in the range 0 to 65535. The default is 514.

template-tx-timeout the time interval between sending NetFlow template packets. NetFlow template packets
communicate the format of the NetFlow messages sent by the FortiGate to the NetFlow server. Since the message
format can change if the NetFlow configuration changes, the FortiGate sends template updates at regular intervals to
make sure the server can correctly interpret NetFlow messages. The timeout range is from 60 to 86,400 seconds. The
default timeout is 600 seconds.

server-group create log server groups. Collect multiple log servers into a group to load balance log messages to the
servers in the group. You add log server groups to hyperscale firewall policies.

log-mode select one of the following log modes:

l per-session (the default) create two log messages per session, one when the session is established and one
when the session ends.

l per-nat-mapping create two log messages per session, one when the session allocates NAT mapping
resources and one when NAT mapping resources are freed when the session ends.

l per-session-ending create a log message only when a session ends.

log-format select the log message format. You can select netflow or syslog. If you select netflow, the NetFlow
version (v9 or v10) is set for each log server.

log-tx-mode select roundrobin (the default) to load balance log messages to the log servers in the server group.
Select multicast simultaneously send session setup log messages for CPU or software sessions to multiple remote
syslog or NetFlow servers. Multicast logging is not supported for NP7 sessions.

server-number the number of log servers, created using config server-info, in this log server group. The range
is 1 to 16 and the default is 0 and must be changed.

server-start-id the ID of one of the log servers in the config server-info list. The range is 1 to 16 and the
default is 0 and must be changed.

Use server-number and server-start-id to select the log servers to add to a log server group. For example, if you
have used the config server-info command to create five log servers with IDs 1 to 5, you can add the first three of
them (IDs 1 to 3) to a log server group by setting server-number to 3 and server-start-id to 1. This adds the log
servers with ID 1, 2, and 3 to this log server group. To add the other two servers to a second log server group, set
server-number to 2 and server-start-id to 4. This adds log servers 4 and 5 to the second log server group.

You can add a log server to multiple server groups.
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From the GUI

1. Go to Log & Report > Hyperscale SPU Offload Log Settings.
This is a global setting.

2. Select the Netflow version.
3. Under Log Servers, select Create New to create a log server.
4. Select the Virtual Domain containing the interface that can communicate with the log server.
5. Select the IP version supported by the log server and enter the log server IP address or IPv6 address.
6. Enter the Source port and Destination port to be added to the log message packets.
7. Set the Template transmission timeout, or the time interval between sending NetFlow template packets.
8. SelectOK to save the log server.
9. Repeat to add more log servers.
10. Under Log Server Groups select Create New to add a log server group.
11. Enter a Name for the log server group.
12. Select the Logging Mode and Log format.
13. Add one or more Log servers.
14. SelectOK to save the log server group.
15. Select Apply to apply your hardware logging changes.
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Adding hardware logging to a hyperscale firewall policy

Use the following command to enable hardware logging in a hyperscale firewall policy and assign a hardware logging
server group to the firewall policy.

config firewall {hyperscale-policy | hyperscale-policy46 | hyperscale-policy6 | hyperscale-
policy64}

edit <id>
set policy-offload {enable | disable}
set cgn-log-server-grp <group-name>

end

From the GUI:

1. Go to Policy & Objects and select IPv4 Hyperscale Policy, IPv6 Hyperscale policy, NAT46 Hyperscale
Policy, or NAT46 Hyperscale Policy.

2. While configuring the policy, select Log Hyperscale SPU Offload Traffic.
3. Select a Log Server Group.
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When configuring hardware logging, the recommended or required IP addresses of the
hardware logging servers that you can use with hyperscale firewall policies are the following:
l You should only use logging servers that have IPv4 addresses with IPv4 hyperscale
firewall policies. Logging servers with IPv6 IP addresses can be used but are not
recommended.

l You should only use logging servers that have IPv6 addresses with IPv6 hyperscale
firewall policies. Logging servers with IPv4 IP addresses can be used but are not
recommended.

l You can only use logging servers that have IPv6 addresses with NAT64 hyperscale
firewall policies.

l You can only use logging servers that have IPv4 addresses with NAT46 hyperscale
firewall policies.

Multicast logging example

You can use multicast logging to simultaneously send session setup log messages for CPU or software sessions to
multiple remote syslog or NetFlow servers. Multicast logging is not supported for NP7 sessions.

Enable multicast logging by creating a log server group that contains two or more remote log servers and then set log-
tx-mode to multicast:

config log npu-server
set log-processor {hardware | host}

config server-group
edit "log_ipv4_server1"

set log-format {netflow | syslog}
set log-tx-mode multicast

end

The following example shows how to set up two remote syslog servers and then add them to a log server group with
multicast logging enabled.

config log npu-server
set log-processor {hardware | host}

config server-info
edit 1

set vdom "root"
set ipv4-server <server-ip>
set source-port 8055
set dest-port 2055
set template-tx-timeout 60

next
edit 2

set vdom "root"
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set ipv4-server <server-ip>
set source-port 8055
set dest-port 2055
set template-tx-timeout 60

end
end

config server-group
edit "Example-Multicast"

set log-format syslog
set log-tx-mode multicast
set server-number 2
set server-start-id 1

end

Hardware logging log rate dashboard widget

You can enable the Log Rate dashboard widget to see hardware logging log message creation rates. The widget shows
the average hyperscale per-session and per mapping log message creation rates for the NP7 processors (SPUs) in the
FortiGate. You can also click on the widget to access hardware logging settings.
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HA hardware session synchronization

When configuring active-passive FGCP HA or active-passive virtual clustering for two FortiGates with hyperscale firewall
support, you can use HA hardware session synchronization to synchronize NP7 sessions between the FortiGates in the
cluster.

HA hardware session synchronization is currently only supported between two FortiGates
using a direct connection between the HA hardware session synchronization interfaces. You
can't use a switch for this connection and you can't synchronize sessions between more than
two FortiGates.

In an active-passive FGCP cluster, HA hardware session synchronization copies sessions from the primary FortiGate to
the secondary FortGate. Both FortiGates maintain their own session tables with their own session timeouts. HA
hardware session synchronization does not compare FortiGate session tables to keep them synchronized. In some
cases you may notice that the secondary FortiGate in the HA cluster may have a lower session count than the primary
FortiGate. This is a known limitation of FGCP HA for hardware session synchronization. Normally the difference is
session count is relatively minor and in practice could result in very few lost sessions after a failover.

In an active-passive virtual clustering configuration, HA hardware session synchronization copies sessions from VDOMs
processing traffic to VDOMs on the other FortiGate in the virtual cluster that are not processing traffic. All VDOM
instances maintain their own session tables with their own session timeouts. HA hardware session synchronization does
not compare VDOM session tables between FortiGates to keep them synchronized.

HA hardware session synchronization packets are the same as standard session synchronization packets. For FGCP
HA they are layer 2 TCP and UDP packets that use destination port 703. FGCP HA does not require you to add IP
addresses to the interfaces that you use for HA hardware session synchronization.

HA hardware session synchronization is not supported for active-active HA or FGSP HA or for inter-cluster session
synchronization (FGSP between FGCP clusters).

The HA Status dashboard widget shows hardware session synchronization status.
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Configuring HA hardware session synchronization

Use the following command to configure HA hardware session synchronization.

config system ha
set session-pickup enable
set hw-session-sync-dev <interface>

end

session-pickupmust be enabled for HA hardware session synchronization.

hw-session-sync-dev select an interface to use to synchronize hardware sessions between the FortiGates in an
FGCP cluster. Fortinet recommends using a data interface as the HA hardware session synchronization interface. The
interface can only be used for HA hardware session synchronization. See Recommended interface use for an FGCP HA
hyperscale firewall cluster on page 52.

For some FortiGates there is a limitation on the interfaces that can be used for hardware session synchronization. For
example, for the FortiGate-1800F and 1801F you can only use the port25 to port40 interfaces as hardware session
synchronization interfaces.

Hardware session synchronization can use a lot of bandwidth so you should use a dedicated data interface or data
interface LAG. Both FortiGates in the HA cluster must use the same data interface or data interface LAG for HA
hardware session synchronization and these interfaces must be directly connected.

Recommended interface use for an FGCP HA hyperscale firewall
cluster

When setting up an FGCP HA cluster of two FortiGates operating as hyperscale firewalls, you need to select interfaces
to use for some or all of the following features:

l Management.
l HA heartbeat (also called HA CPU heartbeat).
l HA session synchronization (also called HA CPU session synchronization).
l HA hardware session synchronization.
l Hardware logging.
l CPU logging.
l Logging to FortiAnalyzer

The following table contains Fortinet's recommendations for the FortiGate interfaces to use to support these features.

Interfaces Recommended for

MGMT1 and MGMT2 Normal management communication with the FortiGates in the cluster.

HA1 and HA2 HA heartbeat (also called HA CPU heartbeat) between the FortiGates in the
cluster.

AUX1 and AUX2 HA session synchronization (also called HA CPU session synchronization) or
session pickup.
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Interfaces Recommended for

The AUX1 and AUX2 interfaces are available only on the FortiGate 4200F/4201F
and 4400F/4401F. For other FortiGate models, you can use any available
interface or LAG for HA CPU session synchronization. For example, you may be
able to use the HA interfaces for both HA CPU heartbeat and HA CPU session
synchronization. If you need to separate HA CPU heartbeat and HA CPU session
synchronization, you can use a data interface or a data interface LAG for HA CPU
session synchronization.

Data interface FGCP HA hardware session synchronization.

Data interface or data interface
LAG

Hardware logging, CPU logging, and logging to a FortiAnalyzer. Depending on
bandwidth use, you can use the same data interface or data interface LAG for all
of these features.
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Hyperscale firewall get and diagnose commands

This section describes some get and diagnose commands that you can use to display hyperscale firewall information.

The Session dashboard widget shows software, SPU, nTurbo and Hardware sessions. See
Per-session accounting for offloaded NP7 sessions.

Hyperscale firewall license status

Use the get system status command to verify that your hyperscale firewall license is enabled:

get system status
...
Hyperscale firewall license status: Enabled
...
end

Session setup information

Use the get sys performance status command to show hardware session setup information:

get system performance status | grep 'HW-setup'
Average HW-setup sessions: 4 sessions in last 1 minute, 4 sessions in last 10 minutes, 4
sessions in last 30 minutes

HA hardware session synchronization status

Use the get system ha status command to show the status of the hardware HA session synchronization link.

get system ha status
...
HW SessionSync dev stats:

FG421FTK19900013:
port24: in-sync

...
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List hardware session setup sessions

Use the diagnose sys npu-session command to view hardware session information. The following commands are
available:

l Use the diagnose sys npu-session list {44 | 46 | host} command to list IPv4 hardware sessions,
NAT46 hardware sessions, or host IPv4 sessions. Host IPv4 sessions are IPv4 sessions that have not been
offloaded.

l Use the diagnose sys npu-session list6 {66 | 64 | host} command to list IPv6 hardware sessions,
NAT64 hardware sessions, or host IPv6 sessions. Host IPv6 sessions are IPv6 sessions that have not been
offloaded.

l Use the diagnose sys npu-session filter {filter-options} command to filter the sessions that you
list or clear. You can use filter-options to display or clear sessions from specific VDOMs, display sessions for
specific policy IDs, to specific source and destination addresses, and so on. Use the CLI help to list all of the options
available.

l Use the diagnose sys npu-session stat verbose {44 | 66 | 64 | 46} command to view details
about IPv4, IPv6, NAT64, and NAT46 sessions. The information displayed includes session counts, the number of
SNAT, DNAT and dual NAT sessions, and so on. If you use diagnose sys npu-session filter to create a
filter, the filter is also applied to the output of the diagnose sys npu-session stat verbose command for
IPv4 and IPv6 sessions. Using the verbose option scans the SSEs of all available NP7 processors in the FortiGate
and sends this data to the CPU. On a busy system processing a large number of hardware sessions, this process
can send a very large number of messages that may overrun the messaging driver. As a result, the verbose output
may show lower than expected session counts. This problem is expected to be addressed in future releases.

You can also use diagnose sys session list and diagnose sys session6 list
to list sessions that have not been offloaded.

For example, to list IPv4 hardware sessions enter:

diagnose sys npu-session list 44
session info: proto=6 proto_state=01 duration=64721 expire=0 timeout=3600 flags=00000000
sockflag=00000000 sockport=0 av_idx=0 use=1
origin-shaper=
reply-shaper=
per_ip_shaper=
class_id=0 ha_id=0 policy_dir=0 tunnel=/ vlan_cos=255/255
state=new f18
statistic(bytes/packets/allow_err): org=3620/40/0 reply=0/0/0 tuples=2
tx speed(Bps/kbps): 0/0 rx speed(Bps/kbps): 0/0
orgin->sink: org pre->post, reply pre->post dev=22->23/0->0 gwy=10.100.200.1/10.160.21.191
hook=post dir=org act=snat 192.168.10.12:49698->52.230.222.68:443(10.3.3.5:5128)
hook=pre dir=reply act=dnat 52.230.222.68:443->10.3.3.5:5128(192.168.10.12:49698)
pos/(before,after) 0/(0,0), 0/(0,0)
misc=0 policy_id=0 auth_info=0 chk_client_info=0 vd=0
serial=000163ff tos=ff/ff app_list=0 app=0 url_cat=0
rpdb_link_id = 00000000 ngfwid=n/a
dd_type=0 dd_mode=0

setup by offloaded-policy: origin=native
O: npid=255/0, in: OID=76/VID=0, out: NHI=77/VID=0
R: npid=0/0, in: OID=0/VID=0, out: NHI=0/VID=0

To show stats for IPv4 sessions after adding an IPv4 filter:
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diagnose sys npu-session stat verbose 44
misc info: session_count=10000 tcp_session_count=10000 udp_session_count=0

snat_count=10000 dnat_count=0 dual_nat_count=0
3T_hit_count=0 accounting_enabled_count=0

TCP sessions:
10000 in ESTABLISHED state

Session filter:
vd: 2
sintf: 10
proto: 6-6
3 filters

IP pool usage

Use the diagnose firewall ippool list command to show general IP pool usage for CGNAT IP pools.

diagnose firewall ippool list
list ippool info:(vf=root)
ippool Test_CGN_PBA_210.1.1.0: id=1, block-sz=128, num-block=8, fixed-port=no, use=2

ip-range=210.1.1.2-210.1.1.200 start-port=5117, num-pba-per-ip=472
clients=0, inuse-NAT-IPs=0
total-PBAs=93928, inuse-PBAs=0, expiring-PBAs=0, free-PBAs=100.00%
allocate-PBA-times=76, reuse-PBA-times=14
grp=N/A, start-port=5117, end-port=65530
npu-clients=0, npu-inuse-NAT-IPs=0
npu-total-PBAs=93132, npu-inuse-PBAs=0/0, npu-free-PBAs=100.00%/100.00%

ippool Test_CGN_Overload_210.3.3.0: id=2, block-sz=128, num-block=8, fixed-port=no, use=2
ip-range=210.3.3.2-210.3.3.200 start-port=5117, num-pba-per-ip=472
clients=0, inuse-NAT-IPs=0
total-PBAs=93928, inuse-PBAs=0, expiring-PBAs=0, free-PBAs=100.00%
allocate-PBA-times=0, reuse-PBA-times=0

...

CGNAT usage information

Use the following commands to display the CGN client IP addresses, PBA blocks, and public IP addresses currently in
use.

diagnose firewall ippool {stats | list {pba | nat-ip | user}}

stats list the total number of CGNAT IP pools that have been allocated, the number of currently active client
IP addresses, NAT IP addresses, and PBA blocks.

pba list currently active source addresses of CGNAT clients and the PBA blocks assigned to them.

user list currently active source addresses of CGNAT clients and the number of PBA blocks assigned to them.

nat-ip list currently active public IP addresses and the number of PBA blocks and user sessions connected to each
public IP.
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NP7 hyperscale firewall packet sniffer

You can use the following command as a hyperscale firewall packet sniffer. This packet sniffer displays information
about packets offloaded by NP7 processors. You can also use this command to mirror sniffed packets to a FortiGate
interface.

diagnose npu sniffer {start | stop | filter}

Use start and stop to start or stop displaying packets on the CLI. Before the sniffer will start you need to use the
filter to specify the packets to display. Use the command diagnose sniffer packet npudbg to display sniffed
packets on the CLI.

Use filter to create a definition of the types of packets to display. Filter options include:

selector you can create up to four filters (numbered 0 to 3). Use this command to create a new filter or select the
stored filter to be used when you start the packet sniffer. You can also use this command to have multiple filters active at
one time. See below for an example of sniffing using multiple active filters.

intf <interface-name> the name of an interface to display packets passing through that interface. You can monitor
traffic on any interface except IPv4 or IPv6 IPsec VPN tunnel interfaces.

dir {0 | 1 | 2} the direction of the packets passing through the interface. 0 displays ingress packets, 1 displays
egress packets, and 2 displays both ingress and egress packets.

ethtype <type> the ethertype of the packets to sniff if you want to see non-IP packets.

protocol <number> the IP protocol number of the packets to sniff in the range 0 to 255. The packet sniffer can only
sniff protocols that can be offloaded by the NP7 processors.

srcip <ipv4-ip-address>/<ipv4-mask> an IPv4 IP address and netmask that matches the source address of
the packets to be sniffed.

dstip <ipv4-ip-address>/<ipv4-mask> an IPv4 IP address and netmask that matches the destination address
of the packets to be sniffed.

ip <ipv4-ip-address>/<ipv4-mask> an IPv4 IP address and netmask that matches a source or destination
address in the packets to be sniffed.

srcip6 <ipv6-ip-address>/<ipv6-mask> an IPv6 IP address and netmask that matches the source address of
the packets to be sniffed.

dstip6 <ipv6-ip-address>/<ipv6-mask> an IPv6 IP address and netmask that matches the destination address
of the packets to be sniffed.

ip6 <ipv6-ip-address>/<ipv6-mask> an IPv6 IP address and netmask that can match source or destination
addresses in the packets to be sniffed.

sport <port-number> layer 4 source port of the packets to be sniffed.

dport <port-number> layer 4 destination port of the packets to be sniffed.

port <port-number> layer 4 source or destination port of the packets to be sniffed.

outgoing_intf <interface> the name of the interface out of which to send mirrored traffic matched by the filter.

outgoing_vlan <vlan-id> the VLAN ID added to mirrored traffic matched by the filter and sent out the mirror
interface.

clear clear all filters.
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Packet sniffer examples

First, a basic example to sniff offloaded TCP packets received by the port23 interface. In the following example:

l The first line clears the filter.
l The second line sets the sniffer to look for packets on port23.
l The third line looks for packets exiting the interface.
l The fourth line looks for TCP packets.
l The fifth line starts the sniffer.
l The sixth line starts displaying the packets on the CLI.

diagnose npu sniffer filter
diagnose npu sniffer filter intf port23
diagnose npu sniffer filter dir 2
diagnose npu sniffer filter protocol 6
diagnose npu sniffer start

diagnose sniffer packet npudbg

Second, an example that uses the following two filters:

l The first filter, selector 0, looks for incoming and outgoing TCP packets on port1.
l The second filter, selector 1, looks for outgoing UDP packets on port2.
l The final line starts displaying packets for both filters on the CLI.

diagnose npu sniffer filter selector 0
diagnose npu sniffer filter intf port1
diagnose npu sniffer filter protocol 6
diagnose npu sniffer filter dir 2
diagnose npu sniffer start

diagnose npu sniffer filter selector 1
diagnose npu sniffer filter intf port2
diagnose npu sniffer filter protocol 17
diagnose npu sniffer filter dir 1
diagnose npu sniffer start

diagnose sniffer packet npudbg
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